A person who is a "__ for" something loves or can't resist it
Shiny iron pyrite is also known as fool's __
Watch out for anyone who gives you bad __ on April Fool's Day
A fool's or jester's hat has colorful materials and __
Pop star Jewel sang "Foolish __" in 1995
"A fool and his __ are soon parted"
"Penny wise and __ foolish"
In 1957, the BBC started a __ about the Swiss spaghetti harvest
Plans that have little chance of failure are said to be "Fool--"
"Ah, to be __ and foolish again…"
One who is playing or not being serious is said to be "Fooling __" A person sent to do the impossible is said to be on a "Fool's __"
In __, April Fools are called "Poisson d'Avril" or "April Fish"
Famous "Fool" organization that offers advice on investing and finance
A person who is not easily tricked is said to be "__'s fool"
"...but you can't fool all the __ all of the time."
In __, pranks must be completed before noon, or it's bad luck
In 1996, Taco Bell claimed to have bought the __ Bell and renamed it April 1st, April Fool's day, used to be the first day of the __
Many __ and students participate in April Fool's pranks and tricks
The media and large __ sometimes create pranks for publicity
A good April Fool's prank should not be __ or cause panic
Started because some people would not adopt the __ Calendar
Pranks, tricks, and __ jokes are common on April Fool's Day
"Fool me once shame on you, fool me twice __ __ __"
1950s hit song: "Why Do Fools __ __ __?"
April Fool's is an __ holiday; no one gets the day off from work
A __ __ was a fool whose job was to entertain royalty